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7 Steps to put in place Crisis Management for your organization  

Continuity & Resilience (CORE) has created this note to help professionals put in place a Crisis 

Management Program for their organizations.  

The importance of a Crisis Management Program in an organisation can never be underestimated. 

Crisis situations have the potential to de-rail the organization from meeting its key objectives, which 

could cause short-term or long-term reputational and financial damage to the organization. The 

current Covid-19 Pandemic is a good example.  

Many organizations were able to eventually cope with COVID-19 Pandemic.  But would you be able 

to successfully manage also new crisis situations, such as Ransomware, Phishing and other types of 

Cyber-attacks, Reputation issues, Business Continuity disruptions, IT outages, Natural of man-made 

disasters, and others?   

Those who would want to implement only basic Crisis Management Plan in a Do-It-Yourself (DIY) 

mode could simply attend this video-based course, and follow the steps outlined in this note. Those 

who want to develop a much deeper understanding of Crisis Management should consider attending 

CORE’s Instructor-led Certified Crisis Management Specialist Course (see point 6 below). 

CORE recommends the following steps that any organization could perform to develop a basic Crisis 

Management Program: 

1) Register for and complete CORE’s Video Based Crisis Management Professional Course. This will 

give you a good high-level overview of Crisis Management, its criticality and implications. 

   

2) Create the 3 basic documents required for a Crisis Management Program, being the Crisis 

Management Policy, Crisis Management Plan and Crisis Communications Plan.  We provide you 

links to download one sample document each, which you can use as guidance. Please refer to 

Figure 1: Steps to create a comprehensive document 
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Figure 1: Steps to create a comprehensive document 

 

3) A Crisis Management Policy is an important first step, because it is the ‘statement of intent’ of 

the top management. Typical elements of a Crisis Management Policy are contained in Annexure 

1. For a sample of a Crisis Management Policy, please see 

https://sustainability.adityabirla.com/images/Crisis-Management-Policy.pdf . This policy is quite 

short, but effective. Some organizations choose to put in place a policy that extends to 2-3 pages.  

 

4) A Crisis Management Plan contains the detailed procedures to be followed in the case of a Crisis. 

Typical elements of a Crisis Management Plan are contained in Annexure 2. For a sample of a 

Crisis Management Plan, please see:   

https://www.memphis.edu/crisis/pdf/crisis_mgmt_plan.pdf .  This plan is very exhaustive. Many 

organizations would choose to put in place a plan that is much smaller, typically 30-50 pages. 

 

5) A Crisis Communications Plan helps to ensure effective communication with all relevant 

interested parties. A good practice is to include Media Management Plan also in this and to have 

pre-drafted/ pre-approved statements for various scenarios. For a sample of a Crisis 

Communication Plan, please see: https://ysu.edu/crisis-communication-plan 

For a sample of a Crisis Communications Policy, please see: 

 http://eap.ucop.edu/Documents/Policies/Emergency_Crisis_Communication_Policy.pdf 

https://sustainability.adityabirla.com/images/Crisis-Management-Policy.pdf
https://www.memphis.edu/crisis/pdf/crisis_mgmt_plan.pdf
https://ysu.edu/crisis-communication-plan
http://eap.ucop.edu/Documents/Policies/Emergency_Crisis_Communication_Policy.pdf
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6) In addition to the above documents, it would be good for organizations to also ensure the 

following (as will be seen also from the sample Crisis Management Plan):  

a) Form a Crisis Management Team (CMT) – typically the CMT comprises members from Top 

Management. A Crisis Manager and supporting team may be required depending upon the 

size and complexity of the organisation. A related role is that of the official Spokesperson. 

b) Provide the needed Training and Awareness – all may need to be trained, based on their 

crisis role. The degree of training varies from junior to senior people. The Spokesperson and 

Crisis Management Team may need to be trained in facing the media. 

c) Create a Crisis Management Room – this is also known as WAR Room or Command and 

Control Center. While worst case any room can be set up to be used as the Command Centre 

as and when the incident occurs, a good practice is to have a dedicated room, fully equipped 

and set-up in advance. It is expected that this room will have enough infrastructure (desks, 

machines, connectivity, communication equipment, printers, radio, TV, basic stationery, tea-

coffee services, copies of various plans etc.). 

d) Ensure Regular Testing – a plan cannot be considered reliable until it has been tested. A 2-3 

hour Crisis Simulation Exercise for the Top Management is one of the best ways to test the 

crisis readiness. For a very low investment of management time and cost, this typically 

provides excellent learnings and immediate improvement opportunities.  

e) Review and Maintenance, minimum annually – It is recommended to review plans and 

arrangements at least once a year - or whenever significant changes happen. Using outdated 

plans/ arrangements or wrong version of the documents can create a false sense of security, 

because the plan may fail when you need it the most. This could create a bigger challenge 

than the crisis that the organisation may be managing.  

f) Follow the Document Management Process of your organisation - ensure that all 

documents are current, adequate, stored safely, are shared appropriately and that any 

obsolete documents are disposed off securely. Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability must 

be ensured at all times, as mandated.  

g) Ensure ongoing Continual Improvement – like any other management system/ program, it 

is expected that the Crisis Management Program should also be improved on a continual 

basis. So even a basic Crisis Management Program over time would become really robust 

and advanced. Please refer to figure 2: How to create and improve a documented process. 
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Figure 2: How to create and improve a documented process 

 

7) As a good practice, CORE recommends to make your Crisis Management Program an integral 

part of your Business. Ideally, you must target eventual Organisational Resilience, where other 

Programs will interact closely e.g. Business Continuity Management, Risk Management, IT 

Disaster Recovery, Physical Security, Information Security, Cyber Security etc. 

Note: It is recommended that those who want to develop a much deeper understanding of Crisis 

Management should consider attending CORE’s Instructor-led Certified Crisis Management Specialist 

Course. This course spends considerable time on the BS 11200:2014 – the current standard for Crisis 

Management. This course is available both online (public sessions open to all) or as in-house batches 

tailor-made with relevant case studies and examples for organisations, associations, and other 

groups. This course has often in the past be run in Instructor Led physical classroom mode, and can 

be done again, subject to Public Health and Social distancing considerations. 
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ANNEXURE 1 

Typical elements of a Crisis Management Policy 

Crisis Management Policy – as is rightly said ‘the first policy is to have a policy’. In short 

this is the ‘statement of intent’ of the top management. The typical contents of a policy 

are: 

i. Objective 

ii. Scope 

iii. Statement(s) 

iv. Roles, responsibilities, and authorities 

v. Governance 

vi. Definitions 

vii. Other related policies 
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ANNEXURE 2 

Typical elements of a Crisis Management Plan 

Crisis Management Plan – most contents are common in all plans. Additionally, the 

Crisis Management Plan would contain detailed steps for various crisis situations. The 

typical contents of a crisis management plan are: 

 

i. Objective 

ii. Scope 

iii. Activities 

iv. Schedule 

v. Efforts 

vi. Costs 

vii. Other resources 

viii. Dependencies 

ix. Assumptions 

x. Risks 

xi. Stakeholders/ interested parties 

xii. Crisis Management Organisation Structure (including roles, 

responsibilities, and authorities – these may be part of Crisis 

Management Policy) 

xiii. Activation guidelines 

xiv. Crisis scenarios – Dos and Don’ts, detailed action plans 

xv. Crisis Communication  

xvi. Standing down guidelines 

xvii. Reviewing, monitoring, and reporting 

xviii. Skills and competencies 

xix. Success factors/ criteria 

xx. Command and Control Center 

xxi. Contact details (all relevant interested parties) 
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ANNEXURE 3 

Typical elements of a Crisis Communications Policy 

Crisis Communications Policy – many times the Communications Policy will be good enough for 

Crisis Communications as well. The typical contents of a Crisis Communications Policy are: 

i. Objective 

ii. Scope 

iii. Statement(s) 

iv. Roles, responsibilities, and authorities 

v. Governance 

vi. Definitions 

vii. Other related policies 

 

 

 

 

 

 


